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Over 3,000 companies in over 60 countries 
have leveraged SafeStart to develop the 
personal, 24/7 safety skills of more than 
3,000,000 people—resulting in average injury 
reductions of 50%. SafeStart doesn’t replace 
anything you’re currently doing–it 
complements your existing programmes to 
help you reach your safety goals. It does this 
by addressing unintentional human error and 
critical decisions compromised or negatively 
influenced by rushing, frustration, fatigue and 
complacency.

These workshops also demonstrate the 
other company-wide benefits SafeStart 
brings, including financial savings and 
improvements in morale, productivity, 
quality and team communication. The 
concepts and techniques are so effective 
and universally-applicable, that we’re now 
expanding the programme into schools 
and high performance sport to reduce 
injuries for those who need it most - our 
future generations

To prepare and certify your trainers 
to deliver the programme to 
employees at your company.

To understand how SafeStart delivers 
rapid performance improvements 
whatever industry you're in.1.1. 2.2.
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WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND?

*Founded in 1998, SafeStart became the top selling safety training programme in the world in 2009 and has been ever since.

Save the Date

Save the Date

TAKE PART IN OUR  ONE DAY DISCOVERY WORKSHOP OR 3-DAY 
TRAINER CERTIFICATION WORKSHOP AND FIND OUT FOR 
YOURSELF WHY SAFESTART IS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL 

SAFETY TRAINING PROCESS IN THE WORLD.*



Every workplace has at least one chronic safety pain—some recurring issue that leaves the safety 
manager frustrated and employees in harm’s way. Almost 95% of workplaces experience at least 
one of the following six common pain points:

• recurring injuries (e.g., sprains and strains, slips/trips and back injuries)
• lack of employee engagement
• stalled injury reductions
• lacklustre safety culture
• employees taking shortcuts and ignoring rules
• perceived conflict between productivity and safety

This workshop will connect the dots between what’s causing your safety pain and the practical 
steps you can take to minimise or even eliminate these safety issues.
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Safety Training for Life
at work | at home | on the road  

Hilton MetropoleJuly 09-11, 2019

1-DAY DISCOVERY WORKSHOP

3-DAY CERTIFICATION WORKSHOP

The 3-Day Workshop prepares and certifies (or re-certifies) trainers to deliver the SafeStart 
programme to employees within your company.  

REGISTER NOW! LIMITED SEATS AVAILABLE: https://uk.safestart.com/events/category/workshops/

£925 per person | £850 per person for 2+ from the same company
Price for the 3-Day Certification, including all materials plus refreshments and lunch each day.

*Participating in the One Day Discovery Workshop is free of charge

ONE DAY DISCOVERY WORKSHOP OR
3-DAY TRAINER CERTIFICATION WORKSHOP

FREE*
One Day

Workshop is


